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Everything was fine until that innocent little rich girl walked into my garage. Since the second I laid

my eyes on her, all I've wanted to do is get my dirty hands on her pure body. There's one minor

obstacle standing in my way, but I've got a plan. All I've got to do is claim her, and sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll be

mine forever.  Warning: This book is over-the-top, insta-love. There's nothing but steamy scenes,

babies trying to be made, and an obsessed bearded alpha hero claiming a virgin who will be his

forever. If you want it hot and dirty, this is it! *whispers* There's a sweet smutty surprise at the end!
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Wow!!!!This book was so not what I was expecting.Paine is the hot sexy grease monkey who keeps

to himself and focuses on his shop. Well that was until a beautiful blonde bombshell walked into his

shop.Penelope is this young woman who is living her life based on guilt and not really living. Until

she meets a dirty mouthed mechanic.I freaking loved this book. I am officially in love with Paine and

I need his dirty words like you wouldn't believe. Now I want to go and find me a dirty mouth tatted

mechanic with a beard.I want to tell you more but it is just so good that I need you go out and one

click this man....I mean book.I will add that this is the dirtiest, sweetest, sexiest, romantic book that I



have read.Naturally the last chapter had me day dreaming like an 18 year old girl...wanting to live

out their last two chapters.This books is a short read but you will be hooked as soon as Paine opens

his hot sexy mouth.I am sad that it is over because I want more of him. Lots more.Alexa Riley I

loved Coach but holy butterflying s***.....This book is blowing Coach out of the water.

I have to agree with another reviewer that the cover is absolutely drool worthy, but the interior...the

writing is fine. I didn't notice any grammatical errors that would normally turn me off, but unless

you're totally into insta love, insta lust, insta gettin' it on, then this isn't the book for you. I don't know

a single woman who would allow a man to maul her sexually upon a first meeting, especially one

who is very innocent. This did have an interesting plot and could have been developed more, but all

in all, it's not one I would recommend.

This is a typical Alexa Riley book. Its dirty and nasty and raunchy BUT has a sweetness to it too.

Her books aren't always like that though but this series kinda is. If that offends then dont read it. I

found it entertaining and I already knew it was dirty going into it. Wow...this guy's got some balls

pulling the s*** he did. Ha. Penelope was an innocent but she has another side to her as well just

kinda needed the right man to pull it out. Paine...um yeah...he was dirty and sexy and very

protective of whats his and thats Penelope when he sets his eyes on her. I did find his character to

be a little abrasive and crude but he sure did sweeten after we got to know him. I loved his

character.Law and Josephine's story was too short and some of it was reliving what was in

Mechanic. Basically Law's had a thing for Joey and has wanted her since he saw her a year ago

when he moved back home. He's waited and waited...working on an important case against his

father he didnt care anymore and went in for the kill to claim her. Joey might seem hard on the

outside but she's all sweetness and soft inside. It was a misunderstanding that got her goat and it

had to do with his case, but in order to not lose her he told her. It was sweet and I honestly thought

their story could have been better. It was only a few pages compared to Mechanic.

A short hot read that, as romance, isn't deeply developed, but as erotica, it's stronger, especially if

you like to read it dirty and raunchy with a virgin h and blue-collar H with a filthy mouth.

I was between 2-3 stars but the poor writing brings it to a two for me. Likeable enough that I read it

to the end. Low on plot and character development. You basically learn nothing about Paine. Not

particularly well-written. Lots of telling and very little showing. A lot of random info dumping. Sex



scenes are more cringe worthy than sexy. And Smut writers really should know the difference

between vise and vice.But if you like quick, easy to read, cheesy books, this might be for you. I'm

more of a cracker barrel romance reader, and this is like Walmart brand Velveeta.

I'm a sucker for INSTA-LOVES!! so I very much loved the quickness of everything in this book.The

alpha in Paine is very upfront and in your face. He makes dirty feel so good. Penelope has hooked

Paine with just one look. And they take you on a melt your panties ride.Hot, Raw and Untamed.This

is a shorter read but this author gives us plenty of story.Great flow, great characters and a good

plot. Had me engrossed from the first to the last page.
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